
Improving humanitarian
needs assessments through
natural language processing
An effective response to humanitarian crises relies on detailed
information about the needs of the affected population. Current
assessment approaches often require interviewers to convert
complex, open-ended responses into simplified quantitative data.
More nuanced insights require the use of qualitative methods, but
proper transcription and manual coding are hard to conduct rapidly
and at scale during a crisis. Natural language processing (NLP), a
type of artificial intelligence, may provide potentially important new
opportunities to capture qualitative data from voice responses and
analyze it for relevant content to better inform more effective and
rapid humanitarian assistance operational decisions. This article
provides an overview of how NLP can be used to transcribe,
translate, and analyze large sets of qualitative responses with a view
to improving the quality and effectiveness of humanitarian
assistance. We describe the practical and ethical challenges of
building on the diffusion of digital data collection platforms and
introducing this new technology to the humanitarian context. Finally,
we provide an overview of the principles that should be used to
anticipate and mitigate risks.
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Introduction
The urgent humanitarian needs of people affected by

conflict, natural disasters, and climate change have

increased significantly in recent years. Today, 69 million

people have been forced from their homes, and more than

200 million people need some form of humanitarian

assistance [1, p. 81], [2, p. 2]. Affected individuals and

communities are an indispensable source of information

about needs, preferences, and existing resources for

effective disaster response. Humanitarian organizations

predominantly conduct successive quantitative interviews

with affected people, both to understand initial needs as

well as to monitor, improve, and evaluate the response

throughout the program cycle. Today, this is accomplished

largely through face-to-face surveys using mobile data

collection applications, while a small but growing number

of organizations also use computer-assisted telephone

interviews (CATI). Like paper-based methods, these

tools require interviewers or respondents themselves to

convert complex responses into categorical or numeric

data that can then be objectively analyzed with relative

ease and speed.

More nuanced insights into the lives of affected people

continue to require the use of qualitative survey methods as

well as manual coding and analysis that are time-consuming

and hard to conduct at scale during any fixed period in an

unfolding humanitarian crisis.1 At the same time, responses

to qualitative questions often contain important contextual

information not captured in a quantitative survey. For

example, food insecurity is common among people

impacted by disasters and complex emergencies.

Understanding how households cope in such situations is a

key objective of many humanitarian needs assessments

(HNA). However, an open-ended question such as “How do

you cope with the lack of food?” often cannot be asked

because of the challenges in objectively capturing the

response in a manner that can be analyzed to inform

operational decision-making. Rather, multiple questions

with scale-like response keys are used, which can include a
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1
Humanitarian crisis is understood here as “an event or series of events representing a criti-
cal threat to the health, safety, security, or wellbeing of a community, usually over a wide
area” [3].
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common coping index measure. These, however, may miss

important local coping mechanisms and limit respondents’

input, as illustrated in Figure 1. Here, qualitative

information was difficult to process, requiring

labor-intensive and time-consuming manual transcription,

translation, and coding. Natural language processing (NLP),

a type of artificial intelligence (AI), can provide potentially

far-reaching new opportunities to rapidly analyze voice

responses for relevant content to inform humanitarian

assistance decisions. NLP capabilities are becoming widely

available through commercial applications released by

companies such as Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and IBM,

as well as open-source alternatives. However, these AI tools

remain largely unavailable in many humanitarian

emergency settings where local languages have not (yet)

been incorporated by NLP technologies.

Despite rapid technical progress and growing interest,

NLP capabilities have not yet been used in humanitarian

settings to understand population needs [4]. In this article,

we describe a feasibility strategy for use of NLP in

humanitarian crises. Our vision is to develop a new way of

engaging with affected populations while at the same time

providing humanitarian responders with augmented

information so that they can respond more effectively and

efficiently. As organizations become able to systematically

transcribe, translate, and analyze their dialogue with

individuals in affected communities—as opposed to merely

extracting responses—we suggest that humanitarian

assistance may become more effective and efficient, while

potentially increasing trust from affected communities. This

will require identifying the best NLP methods to analyze

different kinds of responses, and—for many emergency

settings—creating new transcription models for languages

not yet amenable to NLP tools.

The number of people in need of humanitarian assistance

will likely grow significantly as the effects of climate change

intensify and infectious disease outbreaks become harder to

control in the growing number of precarious urban

settlements [5]. The innovation we describe here may be

highly scalable, save a considerable amount of resources,

and produce actionable data in close to real time. Already,

funding for humanitarian assistance only covers 56% of

estimated requirements [6, p. 8], highlighting the need for

innovative strategies and tools to provide rapid, more

accurate evidence on how to best use these limited resources.

Employing this new approach is not without ethical

challenges. Without upfront and ongoing identification of

the socio-political complexity that often leads to or

accompanies humanitarian emergencies, and without

recognizing the limits and potential biases of NLP

techniques, humanitarians may exacerbate context biases

that make a particular group vulnerable in the first instance,

Figure 1

Schematic comparison between current interviewing methodology and NLP-supported assessments.
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replicate NLP biases, or expose populations to new risks

(especially in the domain of security), all with potentially

severe consequences for individuals and population groups.

Engineers and humanitarian innovators planning to use

NLP tools in humanitarian assistance should understand

this potentially complex ethical playing field and anticipate

and evaluate the potentially harmful consequences that new

technologies might bring with them.

In this article, we will first describe the limitations of

current approaches and technologies being used for primary

data collection in humanitarian assistance. Second, we

outline our methods and how expected results from using

NLP could improve qualitative information in various types

of humanitarian data collection. Finally, we examine the

need for and implications of the growing array of

humanitarian, ethical principles, and standards and their

implications for the development and use of NLP.

Understanding people affected by crisis
quantitatively
Humanitarian assistance2 refers to coordinated actions that

save lives, alleviate suffering, and maintain human dignity

during and after human-made crises and disasters caused by

natural hazards, and is guided by the fundamental principles

of humanity, impartiality, neutrality, and independence [8].

Decisions on necessary assistance and the best methods for

delivering it are increasingly driven by a wide array of

primary and secondary data to address the needs of the

affected population. HNA and other humanitarian surveys

are typically conducted quantitatively during the early

stages of a crisis to inform organizations and donors of

specific gaps and long-term needs, and during the crisis to

monitor and assess progress. This often includes several

instances of primary data collection over the first several

weeks, either to inform specific sectors (such as shelter

needs or access to water and sanitation services) or through

a single multisectoral initial rapid assessment conducted by

multiple organizations [9]. These assessments are

conducted using structured questionnaires, often with a

selection of key informants at the community level. Other

types of quantitative data collection, usually occurring after

the first two weeks of the crisis onset, may include

household-level surveys to assess needs in more detail, to

monitor progress of a particular intervention, or to evaluate

it after completion. A major advantage of such quantitative

surveys is that information provided by the respondent is

immediately coded by the interviewer, typically by

selecting preprogrammed choices in a questionnaire. Data

can, therefore, be analyzed immediately at the end of data

collection—or even meaningfully collated while survey

work is still underway.

The growing availability of the Internet, and especially the

widespread use of mobile phones, has led to numerous

innovations that have changed (and continue to shape) the

practice of data collection in humanitarian crises. In recent

years, most humanitarian face-to-face surveys have moved

from paper forms to handheld computer-assisted personal

interviewing (CAPI) technologies, resulting in high-quality

data and faster results [10]. KoBoToolbox, a free and

open-source platform based on the OpenDataKit [11], was

embraced in 2014 as the preferred humanitarian survey tool

by the United Nations (UN)Office for the Coordination of

Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), leading to widespread

adoption by a broad range of international and national

humanitarian agencies [12]. As of 2019, public KoBoToolbox

servers receivedmore than 73million survey submissions and

hadmore than 200,000 users (figures from the authors). For

example, 63% of humanitarian organizations working in

Syria in 2017 reported using KoBoToolbox for primary data

collection [13, p. 19]. Similar to traditional paper-based

surveys, these tools are generally employed in face-to-face

interactions, requiring staff to travel to sampled locations.

Under ideal circumstances, a single interviewer can conduct,

for example, ten 30-minute household-level interviews per

day in a dense urban environment. However, humanitarian

crises often pose extreme limits on interviewers’ ability to

travel, either for logistical or security reasons. This can

significantly slow down face-to-face data collection in

practice. A sharp increase in violence against aid workers [14]

in recent years has further hampered physical access to

affected areas. For some contexts, such as in the Pacific

region, access to certain communities requires long and

expensive travel even in nondisaster circumstances. Time,

security, and budgetary limitations sometimes force

humanitarian organizations to exclude some groups and

communities from face-to-face surveys, leading to large

information gaps and unrepresentative data.

In an effort to overcome these challenges, a number of

surveys in low- and middle-income countries have moved

from face-to-face interviews to phone-based interviews

[15]. Cell phone networks can now be accessed by 96% of

the world’s population [16, p. 8], and smartphones are seen

as an essential lifeline among displaced groups [17, 18].

Remote data collection most commonly involves CATI,

which are conducted by a trained interviewer (often a call

center operator) who asks questions in the local language

using structured questionnaires. Similar to face-to-face

interactions, responses are classified immediately in

close-ended categories to facilitate rapid quantitative

analysis. The World Food Programme (WFP) has

conducted CATI surveys in 31 humanitarian crises to date

to collect critical food security and nutrition information

[19, 20]. Other forms of remote phone-based interviews are

conducted by text messages and interactive voice

response (automated either through voice recognition or

2
Humanitarian assistance here is considered to include “protection,” which “encompasses all
activities aimed at obtaining full respect for the rights of the individual in accordance with the
letter and the spirit of the relevant bodies of law” [7].
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responding by pressing a number on the phone keypad)—all

of which are used primarily for collecting quantitative data

[21, pp. 2–3].

The key advantages of CATI surveys are speed and

precise categorical data to inform immediate

humanitarian operational decision-making. Compared to

face-to-face interviews, CATI methods are also more

practical for collecting information in physically

inaccessible areas and less costly for conducting real-

time monitoring [22]. For example, WFP estimates $3–$9

per complete CATI survey versus $20–$40 for a

complete face-to-face survey. The most obvious

limitation of CATI methods is their inability to reach

people who may not have access to mobile technologies

(either directly or through a family member). This

particularly includes rural populations as well as women,

elderly, and disabled people as the only mobile phone is

frequently controlled by the male household head. In

low-income countries, cell phones are often shared across

a larger network of friends or family members [23],

while ownership is skewed toward males and urban

households with higher income [24, p. 14]. This

challenge can be addressed by using complex statistical

weighting procedures to reduce bias in the data, which

requires reliable demographic baseline data and a

minimum level of access to cell phones among the

population [24]. Information provided by respondents

may also depend on the type of data collection method

used, whereby face-to-face interviews can be both

conducive and a hindrance to more honest responses,

depending on the topic [21], [25, p. 23], [26]. A

comparison between face-to-face and remote data

collection methods is shown in Table 1.

Understanding people affected by crisis
qualitatively
The key limitation of both face-to-face and CATI surveys

in humanitarian emergencies is the lack of resources to

properly handle qualitative information. There have been

many initiatives over the past three decades to engage more

meaningfully with the people affected by conflicts and

disasters by complementing quantitative surveys with

qualitative data collection methods. These initiatives

include focus group discussions with affected populations

to evaluate the effectiveness of a specific program or using

hotlines to collect feedback from program participants.

However, the use of these methods to better inform

humanitarian assistance or give affected people a greater

sense of ownership still varies widely across different

emergencies [27, pp. 12 and 40]. In these instances, the

information provided by respondents or participants is

typically captured through handwritten notes, and—in the

case of focus group discussions—through audio recordings

for later analysis. Nuanced human expression and thinking

cannot be easily captured by quantitative methods. An

important reason for the limited use of qualitative methods

is the time and cost associated with transcription,

translation, and content analysis. For example, ten

unstructured interviews of 30 minutes each may take

50–100 hours to transcribe and translate, while

analysis—even with the help of software—can require

an additional 20–40 hours.

Both CATI and CAPI can be used for qualitative methods,

such as for recording complex open-ended responses in a

largely quantitative survey or even entire unstructured or

semistructured interviews. However, most surveys that

inform humanitarian operations, monitor progress, or track

Table 1 Schematic comparison between current interviewing methodology and NLP-supported assessments.
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opinions about aid actors are conducted using quantitative

research instruments. Even in instances where qualitative

information is collected, it is rarely systematically analyzed.

The main reasons for this limitation are the time and cost

associated with using qualitative data well: Transcribing,

translating, and coding open-ended responses should ideally

be done by trained professionals who process collected data in

the language of the affected population. Already, there is too

few staff with such skills. Fees for trained translators,

transcribers, as well as staff with experience in qualitative

analysis can quickly exhaust small budgets. Likewise, the

time needed for these activities is often a multiple of the

original interview response, creating a lag of days—and often

weeks—between data collection and final analysis. Instead,

organizations are forced to use a single staff member with

limited training to cover all these tasks—or collect fewer

qualitative data to begin with.

These challenges, summarized inTable 2, prevent

organizations from fully using qualitative methods at scale,

particularly at the early stages of emergencies when

representative survey samples require a large number of

interviews and when rapid analysis is essential. Complex

questions requiring careful qualitative analysis are, therefore,

largely lacking in humanitarian surveys. Instead, a common

approach is to replace themwith simpler, less nuanced

alternatives using closed-ended categorical or ordinal

response options. Interviewers are required to interpret and

categorize the information immediately, turning each

response into a single variable. However, this approach also

bears significant risks: Interviewers are often hired rapidly in a

crisis and given onlyminimal training. Similar responses may

be coded differently and incorrectly, depending on the

interviewer’s biases and comprehension of key terms used.

When considering survey methods, significant linguistic

challenges can emerge in many of the most urgent

humanitarian crises. Human languages can vary in dialect,

morphology, grammar, syntax, and semantic structure—all

of which define and affect meaning, which itself can be

culturally specific, and which can change over space and

time [28]. Linguistic forms and meanings can evolve with

use in a given culture, and as cultures and their languages

interact. Ensuring that the original meaning is fully

captured in the target, language can be extremely

challenging, particularly for qualitative information [29,

30]. These challenges often make translation from a source

to a target language an ongoing interpretive process—even

for dedicated professionals.

There are over 3,000 languages spoken in the 42

countries currently experiencing humanitarian crises or

situations of concern [31]. For example, there are over

40 languages spoken in the six conflict-affected states of

northeast Nigeria alone [32]. National citizens hired as

humanitarian interviewers in Nigeria are often asked to read

surveys in English, sight translate them into Hausa or a

variety of other local languages, and then instantly try to

match the respondent’s answers with one of the listed

categories in English. One study with humanitarian

interviewers found that these challenges are pervasive even

among highly experienced staff [33, p. 6]. Furthermore, a

recent review found that two quantitative assessments in the

Rohingya crisis yielded wildly different results on the same

indicators [34]. Such findings lead to the question of how

the quest for speed may have rendered many humanitarian

assessments less reliable.

Even in contexts where there is no significant language

diversity, there can be real challenges. Nearly all of the

refugees in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, speak Rohingya, a

language very closely related to Chittagonian, which is

spoken by nationally hired humanitarian field staff. Yet, a

study found that the differences between the two languages

are significant enough that nearly a third of Rohingya

refugees were unable to understand a basic sentence in

Chittagonian [35]. And since both Rohingya and

Chittagonian lack formalized written scripts, survey

Table 2 Comparison between existing quantitative and qualitative data collection methods.
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instruments are often written in two or more languages,

sometimes even offering transliterations of Rohingya using

Bengali script to help local responders pronounce the

questions appropriately. These workarounds are not simple

and require significant training and support to maintain an

often elusive consistency.

There has been some “bottom-up” innovative data

collection in humanitarian assistance. These include

crowdsourcing based on text messages [36], feedback

collection on aid deliveries [37], voluntary reporting on

conflict events [38], and social media used to communicate

personal needs [39]. The growing number of humanitarian

call centers, which allow affected people to find reliable

information or communicate specific complaints with aid

delivery, is also included in this category (such as during the

2014–2016 Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone or for displaced

people in Iraq [25, p. 21]). However, for survey purposes,

these methods generally do not allow for randomness in the

sample, are only practical for a small number of questions,

and require large numbers of staff to transcribe and categorize

unstructured audio or text data. In short, none of the

innovations to date enables a reliable, rapid, and effective use

of qualitative data, overcoming the challenges identified

above. NLPmay offer an opportunity to address this gap.

Using NLP to analyze qualitative data in
humanitarian assistance
AI can be defined as scientific and technical attempts to build

machines that act rationally, with the capacity tomimic

human cognitive functions to perceive, understand, predict, or

manipulate [40, pp. 1–30].When such techniques are

deployed to real-life contexts, they are often referred to as AI

systems (AIS). AIS are understood as “software (and possibly

also hardware) systems designed by humans that, given a

complex goal, act in the physical or digital dimension by

perceiving their environment through data acquisition,

interpreting the collected structured or unstructured data,

reasoning on the knowledge, or processing the information,

derived from this data and deciding the best action(s) to take

to achieve the given goal” [41, p. 6].3

In recent years, NLP has received increasing research and

commercial attention. NLP is understood as “the use of

computational methods to analyze and process spoken or

written statements in a language commonly used by humans”

[43, p. 2]. Breakthroughs in transcribing, translating, and

understanding human speech have been propelled by

innovations in the field of AI, including data mining, machine

learning, deep learning, and reinforcement learning [44]. The

complex tasks of machine translation and natural language

understanding have, in turn, been based on advances in

information extraction and related subfields [45]. The rapid

advances in these fields have led to a boom in commercial

applications for digital assistants such as Apple’s Siri, Google

Assistant, and Amazon Alexa. At the same time, open-source

software and trainingmodels are being created to replicate or

surpass these systems’ performance.

The effective use of NLP may enable humanitarian

assistance organizations to vastly increase the use of

qualitative methods in their interactions with affected

people to better enable affected people to communicate

their needs. Doing this requires linguistic, technological,

and methodological approaches for three separate fields:

1) transcription of voice data into written language;

2) translation from a source language into a target language;

and 3) various types of NLP analysis of target language

transcripts of what was said, as displayed in Figure 2.

Transcription
Proper transcription from audio recordings can be

challenging even for skilled annotators. Today,

transcription software is already widely available through

commercial services such as from Google, IBMWatson,

Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, and open-source

alternatives such as Transformer [46], DeepSpeech [47],

and OpenNMT [48]. For example, Google’s speech-to-text

service supports 64 languages [49].4

The most technical challenge for automating

transcription (also referred to as speech recognition

systems) is due to the informal nature of survey responses.

Spontaneous speech is an “unplanned, non-rehearsed,

naturally occurring, and non-experimental type of speech

that forms the means of communicating information

between individuals” [50, p. 1]. State-of-the-art speech

recognition technologies have achieved high recognition

accuracy for read texts or constrained-spoken interactions

(such as broadcast news). However, accuracy is still rather

poor for spontaneous speech, which is often not well

structured and contains many disfluencies, leading to a

higher error rate for automatic speech recognition systems

and to redundant information. The four most popular

disfluencies are filler words, repetitions, repairs, and restarts

[51]. Repetitions are redundant pieces of information that

occur when the speaker pauses for a while, considering

what to say next, and then repeats the previous information.

Repairs occur when the speaker says something wrong and

corrects themselves immediately. Restarts occur when a

whole part of a sentence is abandoned, and the speaker

starts another one. Personal speaker characteristics also

affect transcribed text, such as heavy accents, age-related

co-articulations, speaker and language switching, and

emotional speech.

3
Because of the vagueness of many definitions of AI, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) proposed using the more narrow term “autonomous and intelligent systems”
(A/IS) [42].

4
The platform lists 120 “languages and variants,” but 54 refer to dialects of the same language
(e.g., Australian English versus American English).
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For this reason, human intervention to correct falsely

transcribed speech remains necessary to ensure that the

transcript is accurate—even under ideal circumstances

(such as formal speech, high audio recording quality, or

highly advanced NLP language models).

Translation
As described above, correct translation of qualitative

information through human interpreters faces numerous

challenges. Advances in deep learning over the last decade

have led to a rapid increase in the quality and quantity of

available machine translation tools. For example, the

quality of machine translation systems for commercially

viable languages such as Chinese is now nearing parity with

professional human translators in particular domains [52].

Typically, machine translation first requires creating a

written transcript in the source language, which is then

translated into a target language. However, recent methods

also suggest that it may soon become feasible to directly

translate source audio into the target language text [53, 54].

Similar to the limitations of automatic speech recognition

systems, trained translators are still required to correct

NLP-generated translations, ranging from obvious

terminologymistakes tomaintaining semantic nuances

existing in the source language. For historical and commercial

reasons, however, there are very few languages in countries

affected by humanitarian crises for which machine

transcription and translation is available, such as Hausa,

Rohingya, Swahili, Fulfulde, or Amharic [55, 56]. Despite a

recent willingness from companies such as Google,

Microsoft, and Facebook to also support these languages,

there remains insufficient training data for machine learning

in many of these languages to satisfy the more data-intensive

approaches of neural machine translation [57].

These languages also often have little to no existing text

or audio datasets that can be used for NLP training

purposes. Open-source NLP software, coupled with

crowdsourcing of labeled recordings, are becoming a

promising option to bridge this new digital divide by

creating open-source models for source languages common

in contemporary humanitarian emergencies. For example,

the Common Voice platform created by Mozilla makes it

possible to conduct speech recognition in many of the

world’s languages, with volunteers already having

contributed 2,198 hours of training data across 29 languages

as of June 2019 [58]. Efforts to collect more training data

for three priority humanitarian languages are also underway

among several humanitarian partners, led by the nonprofit

organization Translators Without Borders [59]. However,

the lack of training data in these source languages is not a

quick problem to solve. At a minimum, it involves a

coordinated effort to engage with communities of linguists

to actively build and improve these datasets. This can be a

challenging task for languages such as Rohingya that lack a

formalized translation industry or experienced translators.

Analysis
For our purposes, qualitative text analysis refers to the

process of establishing the content and meaning of

interview responses and other unstructured data. This has

traditionally been done by humans at a linear scale (more

text requires correspondingly more time), and only with

limited use of software, such as NVivo. However, recent

advances in multiple NLP disciplines have led to an

explosion of the tools available to analyze large amounts of

data, including commercial platforms such as Google’s

Cloud Machine Language Engine or IBM’s Watson Natural

Language Classifier. A growing number of sophisticated

Figure 2

Schematic overview of NLP-supported humanitarian assessments.
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open-source NLP tools can also be used to process

qualitative survey data, depending on the type of questions

asked and the data sought from responses. Examples

include the Natural Language Toolkit for classification

(such as the severity of needs) [60], TextRank for

summarization (such as identifying most urgent needs) [61],

GATE for information extraction (such as the respondent’s

age) [62], and MALLET for topic modeling (such as

understanding a household’s top priorities for disaster

recovery) [63]. Some of these methods rely on supervised

machine learning, which requires creating a human-labeled

dataset of real-life responses (e.g., education level) that

result in a model for predicting how future responses can be

classified. Unsupervised learning, such as for clustering

responses based on similar content, does not require data

specifically labeled by humans, but instead solely relies on

the data collected. Each approach needs to be carefully

calibrated to overcome a long list of challenges, such as the

use of double meaning or corrections to what was said

previously.

There remain several challenges and limitations to

employing this approach for surveys. First, the accuracy of

NLP analysis varies significantly depending on the amount

of data available for training new models and the amount of

variation in survey responses. Human verification of any

NLP-generated data is, thus, essential to correcting

mistakes and improving the model’s algorithms. Second,

many existing NLP analysis tools require English text as

input. As a result, responses collected in other source

languages usually need to be translated into English as a

target language, adding an additional potential for errors.

Alternatively, it is possible to train some NLP toolkits to

work in other source languages, but this approach requires

substantial resources to generate high-quality models. In

such cases, analysis can be done in the source language

first, thereby only translating coded results into English (or

other languages), if necessary.

Process
This section outlines a proposed functional design of NLP-

supported HNAs (as well as similar types of primary data

collection) and describes some of the changes needed to

adapt existing processes. First, during initial data collection,

audio recordings for each question–response pair would

need be saved on a mobile device (for face-to-face

interaction in CAPI) or on a call center computer (for

CATI), along with proper timestamps to mark the beginning

and end of each response. The recordings would then be

transmitted to a server for further processing.

Second, audio recordings in the source language would be

converted into text using an NLP transcription model. Third,

in many cases, the transcribed text in the source language

would then be translated into a different target language

(such as English) for analysis. Quality-control by native

speakers and professional translators should be ensured to

correct semantic and terminological mistakes stemming

from the automatic transcription and translation steps.

Fourth, content analysis based on transcribed, translated,

and human-corrected text would require a combination of

different NLP analysis techniques (as mentioned in the

previous section). Ideally, unsupervised NLP methods

should be used wherever possible to reduce the need for

both training data and creating custom analysis models.

Where training data are required for supervised machine

learning methods, enumerators would need to categorize (or

label) a sufficient set of initial responses, either at the time

of the interview or by reviewing the audio recordings at a

later stage. As a fifth and final step, trained specialists

should conduct quality control of all NLP-generated

categorizations to correct mistakes and improve machine

learning models in the process.

The result of this proposed functional design would be a

systematically coded dataset that extracts, classifies, and

clusters information from spontaneous speech in response

structured and unstructured data collection methods. More

research is required to 1) test the performance of various

NLP toolkits for the same qualitative analysis task; 2)

establish standard approaches for analyzing common

question types (including by combining different NLP

tasks); and 3) establish the feasibility of creating human-

labeled training datasets during ongoing humanitarian

assistance operations.

Anticipated Benefits
We expect that creating a system to utilize NLP in

humanitarian emergency settings would significantly

improve the quality of information collected for

humanitarian operational purposes. First, by integrating

more open-ended questions into surveys or using more

qualitative methods overall, humanitarian organizations

would be able to gain a more nuanced and accurate

understanding of the topic under investigation. Second, as

shown in Figure 1, questionnaires can be designed to

include fewer questions, making the interview less rigid and

flow more naturally. Instead of asking questions that each

result in a single variable needed for analysis, questions can

be asked in more open-ended ways and followed up with

probing questions as needed. This would invite respondents

to elaborate on a topic, giving them more of an opportunity

to describe what is important to them. Later analysis of

these responses is likely to contain much more information

(which can be coded into subsequent survey variables) than

what is possible with the current question–answer style of

quantitative interviews. Third, standard surveys—even

those that are primarily quantitative—could eventually be

conducted more quickly, as interviewers would not need to

spend time entering responses into predesigned multiple-

choice options or text boxes. Instead, they can simply focus
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on conducting the interview and move on to the next

question as soon as a satisfactory response has been

received, as all audio is recorded for later processing.

Shorter interviews are primarily in the interest of crisis-

affected respondents, who can return to their important

post-disaster activities more quickly. However, they also

benefit humanitarian organizations who can increase the

number of sampled respondents (thereby increasing the

representativeness for smaller subgroups or regions). Time

savings are much greater, of course, for qualitative methods

where manual transcription and content analysis would

otherwise require hundreds of hours of staff time. Better

information and fewer resources used to generate it should

result in a more effective, efficient, and nuanced response to

needs and a reduction in suffering of people impacted by

crises.

The proposed system would substantially augment and

integrate well with existing techniques and technologies for

field data collection used in humanitarian assistance. As

described earlier, the vast majority of humanitarian data

collection is conducted between a human interviewer and

an individual respondent, either face-to-face using CAPI or

remotely in CATI surveys. CAPI technologies, such as

KoBoToolbox or the OpenDataKit, so far only allow

recording audio responses to individual questions, though

work is underway to automatically record background

audio without the need for interviewer interaction.

Similarly, many organizations using CATI already

routinely record calls for quality assurance. Call centers

lend themselves in particular to this planned system, as

limitations in the field on uploading potentially large

numbers of audio files through slow Internet connections

are avoided. However, as the following section will show,

we also need to focus on the potential risks of using NLP in

the context of humanitarian crises.

Anticipating and mitigating ethical challenges
NLP and AIS in general can pose significant new risks to

people affected by humanitarian crises. This risk stems both

from the increased use of information and communication

technologies (ICT) to collect and process ever more detailed

personal data, but also from entirely new technologies that

can automate analysis and decision-making. Increasing

availability of mobile technology, access to the Internet, and

the use of social media have led to considerable enthusiasm

to deploy new ICT as an answer to many complex societal

challenges, including for humanitarian assistance [36, 64,

65]. Growing interest by technology companies in the field

of disaster response has only heightened this trend, including

forays by Google and Facebook that aim to transform

humanitarian operations. Over the last several years, there

has been a growing awareness around the ethical risks of

increased use of ICT in humanitarian crises, as well as calls

to mitigate them [66–68]. Many specific risks have been

identified—both from successful and failed technology

deployments [69]. Amongmany issues, this includes remote

survey respondents who may be targeted by armed groups

[13, p. 19], wrong decisions based on an erroneous sense of

accuracy [70], misleading information sourced from social

media and crowdsourcing [71], increased vulnerability by

excluding those who do not own phones from participation

[17] and by using exploitive data mining practices [72], and

worsening power imbalances between responders and

affected people [73]. One particular area of concern has been

the premature introduction of novel technologies during

humanitarian crises, using crisis settings as a testing ground

for experimentation [74]. Humanitarian practitioners have

created a number of specific technical guidelines in recent

years to address such concerns. A notable example among

these is the ICRCHandbook on Data Protection in

Humanitarian Action, which is the most detailed and

stringent resource to date [75]. Nonetheless, careful

balancing of risks and benefits of particular ICT options

(including the decision to not use any technology) remains

rare [76].

The use of remote data collection technologies faces

additional risks, especially when used to enable remote

project management in conflict environments. Here, ICT for

remote surveys and other forms of information transmission

(including apps such as WhatsApp or Signal) are

increasingly used in violent conflicts such as in Syria where

many aid organizations were not allowed to operate openly,

enabling humanitarian actors to engage with affected

people from afar [77]. While justified by the need to keep

(international) staff safe in conflict environments, remote

management can also be motivated by cost reduction or

convenience reasons, which clashes with the valued

principle that proximity to populations in need is essential

for humanitarian action.

Data collection technologies supported by AI face yet

another layer of risks. Applying such systems to understand

people and their behavior has been shown to reinforce or

even exacerbate human biases: If the AI training data

reflects existing social biases or is constructed based on

easily accessible but unrepresentative data, the results

can not only repeat but amplify social inequities. For

example, commercially available face recognition software

performed very poorly for dark-skinned women while

excelling with pictures of white men [78], while voice

recognition was found to be less accurate for women and

speakers of minority dialects [79]. Many of these often-

proprietary tools do not publish their source code and

underlying training data. As a result, many well-intentioned

systems have resulted in negative or controversial results

due to different forms of biases that were only discovered

after they were deployed [80, 81]. However, aiming for

greater transparency can also pose risks: The authors of a

recently created system that can write complete news
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articles given only a headline decided not to publish their

source code, fearing it might be used to spread “fake news”

maliciously [82].

NLP used to transcribe and analyze human speech is

associated with very low immediate risk, but if such

information is used to make recommendations for human

operators—as in the case of German immigration officials

using NLP to detect identity fraud among refugee claimants

[83]—the level of potential risk increases significantly. In

general, for example, a model could perform better for

young, educated, urban males (whose voice or written data

may be more easily accessible), thereby leaving women and

many other members of society misrepresented in surveys.

In order to counter the risk of entrenching societal biases in

NLP methods, it is essential to include a large

demographically representative training sample used in the

process of creating new models (especially women, the

elderly, and minorities)—and to use data weighting that

increases the use of outliers in order to optimize the

performance for all likely users [84]. Such a process can

only reduce biases, not eliminate them. It is, therefore,

important to rigorously document the methods for

establishing training data, such as publishing the

demographic composition of speakers used for compiling

voice training data and to continually test model outputs to

identify and combat bias. Imbalances in carelessly collected

AI training data can lead to unintended biases that can have

severe real-life consequences, making it imperative to

anticipate, measure, and mitigate these early on.

A recent review has found that existing ethical

principles may have little impact in reality as software

developers were found to ignore ethics codes in a

behavioral experiment [85]. Recent scandals involving

Facebook and other companies underline the challenge of

embedding and enforcing ethical frameworks and

practices in everyday business decisions, especially

where unintended consequences may not be apparent for

months or years.

Scandals involving AIS and controversially acquired

personal data received significant attention in 2018 [86]. Such

concerns about the ethical implications of AI tools have only

recently been recognized as research priorities. Public

concerns around the implications of AI (both current but

especially in the future) [87] have resulted in many public

policy initiatives to address a wide array of concerns. National

governments have largely focused onmaking AI development

a national priority for economic competitiveness, framing it as

a national security issue and providing increased research

funding. For most countries, there are as yet no laws or

policies on the ethical development and use of AI [88]. The

European Commission has set up an independent panel to

establish specific policy recommendations to this end. In April

2019, the panel released a set of ethical guidelines and

operational recommendations for creating “trustworthy AI”

with the goal of creating concrete policy recommendations

[89]. InMay 2019, 42 countries (including all 36 members

of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

Development) adopted an intergovernmental policy guideline

to ensure AI systems are designed “in pursuit of beneficial

outcomes for people and the planet” [90, Para. 1.1].

Other public policy initiatives include the 23 Asilomar

AI Principles as well as the Montreal Declaration for

Responsible Development of AI, which hopes to “be

translated into political language and interpreted in legal

fashion” [91, p. 10]. There are also several examples of

private sector initiatives to guide managers and

engineers to remain ethical. Some of these are brief,

nonspecific, and at a high level, such as Google’s AI

Principles and the industry-civil society collaboration

Partnership on AI’s 8 Tenets. Others provide more

detailed guidance, particularly the Association for

Computing Machinery, IEEE, and Microsoft. Separately,

the humanitarian sector has developed its own array of

principles and operational guidance around data and

technology in the field. However, practical

implementation remains challenging [92, 93] while none

have addressed AI to date.

It is essential for the humanitarian sector to interact with

the growing body of ethical AI principles as well as

building on the work done to improve data protection with

“traditional” ICT. Private and public sector initiatives to

provide guidance for ethical development and deployment

of autonomous and intelligent systems should, where

possible, be used by humanitarian innovators and data

scientists instead of creating new guidelines. The use of

ethical review boards is essential for shaping, ensuring, and

enforcing responsible behavior internally. The increasingly

standardized and professionalized governance structures

can serve as platforms to promote and review the

responsible use of AIS. These include, for example, the

Inter-Agency Standing Committee, NGO associations such

as InterAction or the International Council of Voluntary

Agencies, as well as the cluster coordination system under

the UN OCHA.

Conclusion
Current state-of-the-art humanitarian assessments do not

capture the complex and rich context in which humanitarian

crises unfold, particularly the experience, needs, and

resources of affected communities. Furthermore, they rely

on primarily extractive quantitatively oriented methods that

can miss nuanced qualitative information. Routinely

analyzing rich interview and dialogue data could help

generate more tailored assessments, improving disaster

response, and would arguably improve the relationship

between communities and the agencies that seek to assist

them. NLP methods offer unique capabilities to

systematically transcribe, translate, and analyze interview
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responses. Advancing the use of NLP, however, will first

depend on research to establish the viability of the five-step

proposed functional design of an NLP tool, described

earlier. It will also require the support of many partners,

including UN agencies, international and local NGOs,

donors, as well as private sector organizations. It will also

require ensuring the ethical design and use of the NLP tool

in a manner consistent with the specific complexities and

needs of humanitarian crises. Table 3 briefly describes the

components of a proposed pilot phase in a humanitarian

crisis for which no transcription and translation NLP model

(commercial or open source) exists so far.

NLP should complement, not replace, face-to-face

interviews: Surveys conducted in person allow much more

control over the interviewing environment, are able to

extend over a longer time (e.g., for cross-sectional studies),

and can go into more depth than phone interviews.

Furthermore, in-person interviews offer a more personable

way to interact with people who have suffered trauma and

are struggling to recover. Increasing the usage of existing

NLP methods in humanitarian assistance operations has

enormous potential benefits by enabling better two-way

communication through which affected people can better

communicate their needs. We hope that the proposed

approach allows humanitarian responders (as well as

other survey-intensive domains, such as public health) to

rethink the current methodological paradigm that holds

that qualitative methods are not compatible with large

population samples.

There is an urgent need to bridge the growing gulf between

the people affected by humanitarian emergencies and

response professionals through improving the quality and

quantity of information provided by the affected population.

Research and software development are needed tomakeNLP

technology relevant, accessible (and free) for all humanitarian

assistance organizations in all crises globally. However, new

transcription, translation, and analysis models may not yet

prove sufficiently accurate for large-scale deployment in the

complex environments that often characterize humanitarian

emergencies. Regardless of success, lessons learned on bias

reduction and automated classification, as well as the practical

results such as trained transcription models, will be

immensely useful for humanitarian assistance and academic

research, as well as the overall use of NLP in applied domains.

Table 3 Components of a proposed pilot phase in a humanitarian crisis for which no transcription and translation

models exist.
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